
Emergency Unit: Describe the Condition Video Comprehension

Watch the video and answer the questions./Mire el video y conteste las preguntas.

VIdeo: Describe the Condition

1. Which was NOT mentioned as a
possible source of pain?

a. Injury
b. Damage of tissues
c. Infection
d. Exhaustion

2. What is the audience going to do?
a. Take a quiz.
b. Compete in trivia.
c. Play a game.
d. Dance.

3. Where is the pain located in visual "A"?
a. upper back
b. mid back
c. lower back
d. all over

4. Where is the pain located in visual "B"?
a. upper back
b. mid back
c. lower back
d. all over

5. Where is the pain located in visual "C"?
a. arms
b. back
c. stomach
d. legs

6. Which type of pain is pictured in visual
A?

a. aching pain
b. squeezing pain
c. tight pain

7. Which type of pain is pictured in visual
B?

a. aching pain
b. squeezing pain
c. tight pain

8. Which type of pain is pictured in visual
C?

a. aching pain
b. squeezing pain
c. tight pain

9. “Tummy” is another word for...
a. back.
b. head.
c. stomach.

10.Another word for “fever” is...
a. back ache.
b. high temperature.
c. stomach pain.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MR9OskfdoA


11. Which symptom is pictured in visual C??
a. confusion
b. fever
c. stomach ache

12.With visual A, my pain is worst when...
a. waking up.
b. thinking about my pain.
c. working.
d. going to bed.

13.WIth visual B, my pain is so bad I
cannot...

a. exercise.
b. think about my pain.
c. get up.
d. sleep.

14.With visual C, your pain is worst after...
a. exercising.
b. going to bed.
c. thinking about the pain.
d. waking up.

15. If you chose more of letter A, your pain
is caused by...

a. anxiety.
b. a blood condition.
c. a virus.

16. If you chose more of letter B, your pain
is caused by...

a. anxiety.
b. a blood condition.
c. a virus.

17. If you chose more of letter C, your pain
is caused by...

a. anxiety.
b. a blood condition.
c. a virus.

18. It is very important to describe your
______ to your doctor.

a. pain
b. schedule
c. tolerance

19.The more you describe, the more
accurate the doctor can define the...

a. problem.
b. symptoms.


